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An all wolf-shifter police force has been the only thing between humans and an unknown evil for

centuries, but the pack is in danger of dying if they don't find their promised mates soon.80,557

words.Trevor Burbank is a shifter cop in a world of humans who don't know the evil that wants them

dead. If he does his job well, the humans will never need to know, but he feels like he's working

against the clock, because his pack is about to die. The females have all been killed, and the

half-breeds they make when they mate with humans aren't usually skilled or strong enough to fight.

Gabriela Carmi has lost almost everything that means anything to her way too fast and now she

feels like sheâ€™s losing her mind too. On a quest to find something that won't reveal itself to her,

she feels as if sheâ€™s pining for someone who may not exist. So when an evil presence begins to

follow her, she isn't sure if her mind is slowly falling apart, or if the impossible is actually coming

true. And when an instant attraction sparks between her and the dangerously sexy police officer

sent to help her, it makes matters worse and better at the same time.  It's a race against time to find

the angel/human hybrid One True Mates that the pack's spiritual leaders say truly exist. Saving the

all the shifter clans is on everyone's mind, except for the chosen, the One True Mates, most of

whom donâ€™t even know who or what they really are, or why they seem to be slowly losing their

minds.Steamy. Light swearing. High heat. You've NEVER read a shifter romance, or a fated mates

romance like this before.
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I will admit that I havenâ€™t read a lot of shifter books, but I do enjoy paranormal romance, so this is

not really out of my wheelhouse. That said, a good story is a good story and that doesnâ€™t change

no matter the genre. As always, Lisa Ladew has crafted a superb story in One True Mate. Longer

than most of her books, it contains a good use of story background to set the stage for an

action-packed adventure.OTMâ€™s characters are thoughtfully fleshed out and their interactions

with each other make for a very layered story. And while most of the book is told from Trevor and

Ellaâ€™s perspectives, the branching out to Mac, Boe, and Khainâ€™s adds another dimension. I

always love reading about what other characters are thinking, even the â€œbad guysâ€•.Because

this is a new world, there are a lot of new terms. But, between the glossary at the front of the book

and Lisaâ€™s use of these words in the story, itâ€™s easy to figure out what they mean in context. If

you can read and understand The Black Dagger Brotherhood and the words used in that story, One

True Mate is no problem.While not a cliffhanger, there are A LOT of open-ended threads. Iâ€™m

very excited to see how this saga continues in the town of Serenity.

Wow! What a great book! Despite them being the two of the prophesy 'to save all shiften' - Trevor

and Ella seemed very sweet and lovable. They were both very humble. I liked how even though Ella

had been sheltered most of her life, she didn't come off a naive or stupid. Just the opposite in fact.

The reason for the 4 stars is because I was I think- even with over 40+ chapters- I was at Chapter 8

or 10 and still had no idea who these two personalities really were. But by they end they are

developed, the story comes together, and you're cheering for them. Also you are left with a whole lot

of questions that I hope get answered in her later books like:  why did the aunt have all those

policemen at her funeral and why did she have an entrance to the underground system in her

home? Who was Ella's sister? And how important to the series is she? Where has she been all this

time? How come we don't get to see Trevor give the necklace to Ella? It's obviously important to

her. Who's Ella's internet friend? And what does Ella being their Queen really mean? And the list

goes on and on...... Hurry up Lisa- we need the next one!



This story was so different from other shifter series' that I've read. It was different in a good way.

The author took you along in this story and left you anxiously awaiting to find out more.Ella - she is

such an interesting character. There is a depth of strength that she doesn't know she has and I feel

like she doesn't know her full potential. I hope we get to see more of that evolve as well as some of

the subplots that worried Ella throughout the story.Trevor - such a strong alpha but I also felt like he

was wiser than he gave himself credit for. Like he didn't have full confidence in what his own powers

are.The supporting characters were fantastic. You had the pompous arrogant one, the comedic

ones, and the ones that are like fathers and wise beyond their years. It made for amazing banter,

conflict, and friendship.The definitions were hard to follow for a the first ten chapters. You will

definitely benefit from paying attention to that list before you start the reading. Kindle started me on

chapter 1 so I had to scroll back to read it first. Once you caught on it wasn't difficult to keep up. I

think this shows the amazing depth of the author as a whole. She has an uncanny ability to create

this world and make a shifter series like no other I've read before.

I received a free copy in exchange for my honest review.I don't normally read paranormal/shifter

books. However, I'm a huge fan of Lisa Ladew so I thought why not? This was amazing. I'm so in

love with it and can't wait for more! You don't regret one clicking this!

I've read every single thing Lisa Ladew has published. She's an excellent writer. This is my first

Shifter series and I'm not disappointed. It has humor, suspense, romance, intrigue and more. I

recommend this and all of her books.

Trevor Burbank along with his brothers Trent and Troy were a part of the force with a few other

supernatural beings. A special unit who were haunting down one of the most sinister demon known

in the paranormal world.There was one of their teammates by the name of Macalister Niles who was

making their work place very unbearable. The man thought Trevor was a "fraud". Yet one could see

how Mac admired Trevor.Trevor wanted justice for his mother and all the female shifters who were

killed by the demon. When he met the woman who would change his life forever.Ella had hidden

powers that she never knew about cause her family never told her. She was unknowingly being

hunted by the Khain (demon) that the KSRT (Kilo Special Response Team, or Khain Special

Response Team) was hunting.She was a half-angel, half-breed, one of the woman who will help the

Wolven rebuild their dying shiften community. She was also Trevor's ONE TRUE MATE.But Khain



wasn't about to let the wolven get stronger so he did everything in his powers to get Ella. Little did

he know that the bond between her and Trevor was stronger than anyone thought.SHIFTER'S

SACRIFICE is the first book in Lisa Ladew's newest ONE TRUE MATE series. It left lots of doors

opened, looking forward to what comes next. As a first timer writing about shifters Mrs Ladew did

incredibly well.
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